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Mark schemes are prepared by the Principal Examiner and considered, together 
with the relevant questions, by a panel of subject teachers.  This mark scheme 
includes any amendments made at the standardisation meeting attended by all 
examiners and is the scheme which was used by them in this examination.  The 
standardisation meeting ensures that the mark scheme covers the candidates� 
responses to questions and that every examiner understands and applies it in the 
same correct way.  As preparation for the standardisation meeting each examiner 
analyses a number of candidates� scripts: alternative answers not already covered 
by the mark scheme are discussed at the meeting and legislated for.  If, after this 
meeting, examiners encounter unusual answers which have not been discussed at 
the meeting they are required to refer these to the Principal Examiner.   
 
It must be stressed that a mark scheme is a working document, in many cases 
further developed and expanded on the basis of candidates� reactions to a 
particular paper.  Assumptions about future mark schemes on the basis of one 
year�s document should be avoided; whilst the guiding principles of assessment 
remain constant, details will change, depending on the content of a particular 
examination paper. 
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Unit 2 
 
 The assessment objectives will be allocated in the following way. 
 

  % of 
A2 

Marks 

A02 

A03 

A04 

Response to written language 

Knowledge of grammar 

Knowledge of society 

45 

25 

30 

45 

25 

30 

 TOTAL 100 100 
 
 The marks will be allocated in the following way. 

 
 A02 A03 A04 

Section 1a 

Section 1b 

Section 2 

10 

5 

30 

 

5 

20 

 

 

30 
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Section 1 � Notes for Answers 

 
Question 1 
 
(a)  
 (i) dunIAW dy lg Bg hr dyS iv`c vs gey hn ; ivdySW iv`c BwrqIAW �coN sB qoN izAwdw hn ; 

ivdySW iv`c ij`Qy vI jWdy hn Apxw sQwn/pCwx bxwauxw jwxdy hn  
bhuq swry sPl vpwrI vI hn [   

Any two statements   2 marks 
 

(ii) suBwA dy bhuq imhnqI hn;   
AmrIkw, brqwnIAW qy knyfw iv`c vDyry sPl hoey hn [     

2 marks 
 
         

(iii) vwps pMjwb jwky vpwr KolHx dI ie`Cw;   
ieh ie`Cw G`t hI pUrI huMdI hY [       
          2 marks 
 

(iv) - ik pMjwb Awky koeI ibjns KolHx jW pUMjI lwaux;  
ik aunHW vloN lweI pMUjI dI sur`iKAw p`kI kIqI jwvy [   
          2 marks 
 

(v) - pMjwb dy mu`K mMqrI ivdySW iv`c dysI ryfIE pRogrwmW rwhIN pMjwbIAW nwl is`DI g`lbwq krn 
  qy aunHW dw ivSvwS ij`qx [ 
- koeI vI FukvW au~qr hovy [     
           2 marks 
         Total = 10 marks 
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(b)  Translation from English into Panjabi.  
 
ie`k muMfw ijsdI aumr 5  swl dI sI AwpxI mW nwloN EdoN gvwc igAw jdoN auh SoipMg krn gey sn; 
Aqy ausny vwps Awpxw Gr l`Bx leI ryl g`fI qy iek`ilAW 230  mIl dw sPr kIqw [ Swhbwz 
iekbwl Awpxy pRvwr dy nwl sQwink g`fI rwhIN glwsgo istI sYNtr AwieAw sI, qy ausny soicAw ik 
koeI vI g`fI aus� Awpxy Gr pucw dyvygI [ ijhVI g`fI qy auh ciVHAw auh portsmQ jWdI sI [ 

 
aus bwry EdoN pqw l`gw, jdoN auh SnIcrvwr Swm dy 7.40  qy cY~Swier dy mYklzPIlf stySn qy 
au~qirAw [ EdoN q`k aus� guMm hoieAW pMj GMty ho gey sn Aqy pulIs koeI bhuq BYVI g`l ho jwx bwry 
socx lg peI  
sI [ AYpr, Swm dy koeI  8.30 bjy stRYQklweIf pulIs � Pon AwieAw ik Swhbwz bwry id`qy vyrvy nwl 
myl KWdw ie`k mMufw imilAw hY [ 
 
imisz iekbwl dw kihxw sI, �mY� XkIn nhIN AwauNdw ik ieh swrw smW iek`lw g`fI iv`c bYTw irhw 
hovy, qy iksy ny ieh vI nw pu`iCAw hovy ik qMU kI kr irhw hY [� Sincrvwr Swm dy FweI ku vjy ieh 
iqMn Pu`t dy k`d dw b`cw AwpxI mW Aqy cwry BrwvW qoN iv`CV igAw sI [ ieh socky / jwxky ik auh 
gvwc igAw hY, ausny PYslw kIqw ik sB qoN cMgI g`l ieho hovygI ik auh Awpxy Gr dw rsqw Awp l`By 
[ 

 
 5 + 5  marks (see grids overleaf) 

Total = 10 marks 
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For section 1b the following criteria will be used for response to written language (A02) 
 
 

 Response to Written Language (A02) 
0-1 

 
 
 

2-3 
 
 
 

4-5 

Passage inaccurately translated; overall meaning not conveyed 
successfully; the sentences are mainly a �word for word� 
translation, poor spelling. 
 
Many contain a number of errors, 3-4 substantial ones, but central 
meaning is conveyed.  The sentences reveal some fluency and 
some awareness of appropriate style. 
 
May contain a few errors in style, but central meaning is 
substantially conveyed; good to excellent command of the main 
areas of awareness of appropriate style. 
 

 
 
 
For section 1b the following criteria will be used for knowledge of grammar (A03) 
 

 Knowledge of Grammar (A03) 
0-1 

 
 

2 
 
 

3 
 
 

4 
 
 

5 
 

Errors are elementary and so numerous as to impede 
comprehension. 
 
Evidence of gaps in basic grammar.  Common structures are not 
sound and some irregular verbs are suspect. 
 
The grammatical structures are known but success in applying 
them is inconsistent, especially in less common structures. 
 
Grammar is sound.  Tenses and agreements are reliable and errors 
occur only in the most difficult areas. 
 
The grammatical structures in the specification are used 
accurately.  There are a few errors and these are of a minor nature. 
 

 
Total for Section 1 = 20 marks 
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Section 2 
 
Literary Topics 
 
Notes for Answers 
 
Question 2 
 
(a) For this essay candidates should name one short story book which they have studied 

and make a literary assessment of this work on the basis of the stories included in the 
book.  The essay is expected to include a brief introduction to the book and a critical 
analysis of the topics/themes/subjects covered in the stories, together with a mention 
of the author�s style and success as a short story writer. 

 
(b) Candidates are expected to name a book of short stories and its author which they 

have studied.  For their essay they should select any two stories of their choice from 
the named book and make a comparison of the subjects or themes presented in the 
two stories. 

 
Question 3 
 
(a) In this essay candidates are expected to say first what encouraged or motivated them 

to study this topic on the Panjabi novel and then to develop their essay by saying how 
much they enjoyed or did not enjoy studying this topic.  They should also say how 
difficult or easy they found it. 

 
(b) Candidates are expected to name any Panjabi novel they have studied, and then write 

an informal essay portraying the life style of any two characters in the novel. 
 
Question 4 
 
(a) Candidates are expected to develop this essay by giving the meaning of  �Aatam 

Katha�, i.e. one�s own life story or an autobiography; probably written with a 
purpose.  They should also mention one or two reasons or things that attract people to 
read other peoples� autobiographies e.g. learning or enjoying reading about another 
person�s experiences in life etc.  The candidate should then refer to the book of 
autobiography, which he/she has read, giving a good account of any such aspect of 
the author�s life which may have impressed him/her most. 

 
(b) Candidates are expected to name a book of autobiography which they have studied in 

preparation for this topic on �Panjabi Autobiography� and write a complete essay 
giving the required information about the author. 
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Question 5 
 
(a) Candidates are expected to write an informative essay on the City of Ludhiana, which 

is regarded as the industrial hub of the Panjab.  This information should include the 
types of industries and their importance for the economic health of the Panjab.  It 
should also include the problems related to them e.g. health and safety issues due to 
mushrooming of small industrial units, pollution of air and water, traffic congestion, 
shanti/slum areas and sanitary hazards, exploitation of labour and migrant issues etc. 

 
(g) In this essay candidates are expected to mention and reflect on any noticeable 

changes in the Panjab since 1947 which have affected or altered the social structure 
and life style of the Panjabi people living there.  This background information may 
include changes due to developments in the field of education, farming, roads, public 
and private transportation and population mobility, both from and into the Panjab. 

 
Question 6 
 
(a) This question is on a famous Sikh hero of the 18th century Panjab, called Banda 

Bahadur.  Candidates are expected to develop their essay on the following lines � 
Banda�s acquired name and title, his background, place and period of his activities; 
his rise to significance and power; his downfall and death. 

 
(b) In this essay candidates are expected to describe the sequence of events which led to 

the start of British rule in the Panjab.  These events include the death of Maharaja 
Ranjit Singh followed by a series of more deaths and assassinations; the role of the 
Dogra brothers and the general discord among Sikh Sardars, the two Anglo-Sikh 
wars and the instruments of treachery in the downfall of the Sikh kingdom. 

 
Question 7 
 
(a) This question expects candidates to write a well-informed essay on the subject of 

Panjabis� migrations abroad.  This may include references to the following: the 
geographical position of the Panjab; historical changes and upheavals; the role of 
Panjabis in the British Armed Services during World Wars I and II; early Panjabi 
settlements in the Far East, (Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong), Canada, East Africa 
(Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania); major migration to the U.K. in the sixties and 
seventies followed by further migration to Canada, U.S.A. and Australia, and the 
present position. 

 
(b) This is an open-ended essay giving the candidate choice and the opportunity to write 

about his/her own experiences and observations regarding the Panjabi community of 
which he/she is a part.  At the start of the essay the candidate is expected to introduce 
the town or the area which is going to be the basis of his/her experiences or 
observations.  This may include a rough estimate of their number and other notable 
features of the living community, including aspects of their social and cultural life as 
well as their participation or contribution in the local economic and political set-up. 
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Topics/Essays 
 
Only two questions/essays to be selected, each to be marked according to the following 
criteria. 
 
 
 (i) Knowledge of Society   = 15 marks (AO4) 
 (ii) Reaction/Response   = 15 marks (AO2) 
 (iii) Knowledge of Grammar  = 10 marks (AO3) 
 

 Knowledge of Society (AO4) 
0-1 

 
 

2-4 
 
 
 

5-7 
 
 

8-11 
 
 
 

12-15 

The answer shows no relevance to the topics/texts/question.  A zero 
score will automatically result in a zero score for the answer as a whole. 
 
Demonstrates only limited knowledge and understanding of the 
topics/texts.  Limited range of sources and evidence.  Superficial 
examples. 
 
Demonstrates some knowledge and understanding of the topics/texts.  
Source material and evidence is not always well used. 
 
Demonstrates a thorough knowledge and understanding of the 
topics/texts.  A good range of sources and guidance is used and the 
answer is generally relevant to the topic/question. 
 
Demonstrates a thorough knowledge and understanding of the 
topics/texts with a wide range of sources and evidence used.  The 
answer is relevant and is wide-ranging in its treatment of the 
topics/texts/question. 
 

 
 Reaction/Response (AO2) 

0-1 
 

2-4 
 
 

5-7 
 
 
 

8-11 
 
 

12-15 

Little or no reaction.  No real illustration or justification. 
 
Little relevant reaction/opinion/evaluation, generally factual or 
descriptive, lacks structure and order. 
 
Some evaluation evident, but relies on received ideas with little 
personal opinion.  Some attempts at structure.  Ideas generally not well 
supported. 
 
Some attempt at evaluation and some personal reaction, not always 
convincingly justified.  Clear structure and logical progression. 
 
A good range of points evaluated with conclusions.  Clear evidence of 
personal reaction, well illustrated/justified.  Well balanced and 
coherent. 
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 Knowledge of Grammar (AO3) 

0-2 
 

3-4 
 

 
5-6 

 
 

7-8 
 
 

9-10 

Errors are elementary and so numerous as to impede. 
 
Evidence of gaps in basic grammar.  Common structures are not sound 
and some irregular verbs are suspect. 
 
The grammatical structures are known but success in applying them is 
inconsistent, especially in less common structures. 
 
Grammar is sound.  Tenses and agreements are reliable and errors occur 
only in the most difficult areas. 
 
The grammatical structures in the specification are used accurately.  
There are a few errors and these are of a minor nature. 
 

 
 

Total for Section 2 = 40 marks x 2 = 80 marks 

Total for Unit 2 = 100 marks 
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